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The ANA Group has strong operating fundamentals in its domestic network, but as a latecomer has remained 
relatively weak in its international network. ANA’s first international flight was in 1986. 
 We have been expanding our own operations, but at the same time, we have relied heavily on our partner 
airlines to cover a wider network and increase our revenue. 
 Joining Star Alliance, the largest alliance in the world, was a big step forward for ANA. Since we became 
a member of Star Alliance, our strategy for international business has continued to evolve. This feature 
explores the background of the alliance in the airline industry and the progress and future of the ANA Group’s 
alliance strategy for its international business through an interview with Mio Yamamuro of the ANA Alliances 
& International Affairs Department, whose experience includes a secondment at Star Alliance headquarters.

The enforcement of the Airline Deregulation Act in the 
United States in 1978 initiated the liberalization of the airline 
industry, while the Open Skies1 concept that became broadly 
accepted in 1995 provided the opportunity to construct 
today’s global networks. This agreement liberalized regula-
tions governing traffic volume, fares and location entry and 
permitted code-sharing and other new forms of operation.

Code-sharing allows alliance partners to use their own 
flight codes and numbers on their partners’ flights as the 
marketing carrier.

It therefore strengthens marketing capabilities by 
expanding the respective networks of alliance partners 
and by adding value to frequent flyer programs through 
mileage accrual.

Code-sharing and other commercial relationships among 
airlines have currently developed into three global alliances. 
ANA is a member of Star Alliance, which five airlines inaugu-
rated in 1997 around a core alliance between United Airlines 
and Lufthansa. British Airways and American Airlines are the 
nucleus of oneworld, which was formed in 1998. SkyTeam 
was launched in 2000 with members KLM Royal Dutch 
Airlines, Air France, Delta Air Lines and others; in 2002, it 
merged with the Wings Alliance that was formed in 1993.

Over the past several years, advanced partnerships called 
“Joint Ventures” have formed within these global alliances. 

Several of these global Joint Ventures are operating today.

1. The United States and the Netherlands signed the first Open Skies  
 agreement between the two countries in 1992.

The History of Airline Industry Alliances
 �Alliances with partner carriers are the centerpiece of the ANA Group’s 

international network. Please explain how the alliance strategy was 
established and current trends in the airline industry.

Alliances That Create Value
The ANA Group’s Alliance Strategy for Its International Business

Q

From competition among airlines to competition among alliances

Changes in the Airline Industry and Background for
Global Alliances

1978 Airline Deregulation Act in the United States ⇒ liberalization

1980s Hub and spoke strategy and Computer Reservation System
 (CRS) strategy initiated 
 First frequent flier programs launched

1992 Open Skies Agreement between the United States and the
 Netherlands ⇒ trigger for SkyTeam

1996 Open Skies Agreement between the United States and Germany
  ⇒ trigger for Star Alliance

1997 Star Alliance inaugurated

1998 oneworld inaugurated

2000 SkyTeam inaugurated

Share of Available Seat-Kilometers on Japan Inbound 
and Outbound International Routes by Alliance
(%)

Star Alliance
37

SkyTeam
25

oneworld
25

Other
13

Based on OAG data as of May 2013Based on each alliance member’s web page
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In addition to expanded networks, including the use of 
code-share flights, the fundamental merits of global 
alliances are 1) seamless travel through the use of shared 
airport terminals; 2) improved competitiveness through 
frequent flyer programs; 3) shared facilities such as airport 
lounges; and 4) minimization of costs from joint purchas-
ing of goods such as in-flight service items and jet fuel. 
Moreover, alliances conduct periodic reciprocal safety 
audits and assist members in dealing with unexpected 
incidents. Alliances regularly conduct drills and prepare 
themselves so that they can initiate immediate action to 
handle emergencies. Such action includes setting up 
customer support, information gathering and linguistic 
support. Each global alliance has concentrated on 

improving competitiveness through these types of initia-
tives, but the emergence of LCCs and other factors are 
reshaping the airline industry’s landscape. In addition to 
competition among alliances, airlines must now compete 
with LCCs that do not belong to any alliance as well as 
Middle Eastern carriers. Continental Airlines changed its 
alliance from SkyTeam to Star Alliance in October 2009, 
which exemplifies the complexity of the landscape. We 
are also witnessing an increase in the number of airlines 
that are partnering with airlines from other alliances. 
These types of partnerships are the result of aggressive 
competition and complicated route networks. We may 
even see more dynamic changes in the future.

Global Alliance Trends
 �Where are the global alliances heading?  

What are their strategies?

Resume of Mio Yamamuro
ANA Alliances & International Affairs Department

June 1987 Cabin Crew, International Routes, Narita Inflight  
  Services Department

December 2000 Quality Planning Department, Inflight Services 

July 2004  ANA Loyalty Marketing 
(Airline partnerships, Star Alliance project)

September 2008 Loyalty Manager at Star Alliance GmbH headquarters  
  in Frankfurt

July 2012 ANA Alliances & International Affairs 
  (currently ANA Alliances & International Affairs Department)

Alliances That Create Value
The ANA Group’s Alliance Strategy for Its International Business

A Joint Venture is a strategic partnership that can be 
commenced with antitrust immunity (ATI) approval. ATI is 
granted on the condition that the approved Joint Venture 
would bring various benefits to travelers such as improved 
flight schedules and discounted airfares. (Please refer to 
page 34 for a detailed explanation of the term.) 

Before Joint Ventures existed, network coordination, 
marketing and pricing discussions among carriers were 
prohibited by antitrust laws in each country. However, after 
Joint Ventures began, airlines were able to coordinate 

networks, flight frequencies and schedules as well as 
provide discounted and harmonized fares to the market. 

These initiatives have been designed to maximize the 
revenues of the Joint Venture as a whole, and the revenues 
are pooled and shared among the Joint Venture partner 
carriers in accordance with a certain methodology. A Joint 
Venture is in fact a joint business that extends beyond 
existing partnerships encompassing simply code-sharing 
or being a member of a global alliance.

Joint Venture Trends
 �How can you best describe the sophisticated partnership, the Joint Venture?

Q

Q
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The first Joint Venture started in 1992 between KLM 

Royal Dutch Airlines and Northwest Airlines (its name at the 

time) with ATI approval. The first Joint Venture among Star 

Alliance carriers was formed by United Airlines, Air Canada 

and Lufthansa in their trans-Atlantic routes. After 20 years, 

the Joint Ventures themselves are now more sophisticated 

and able to bring more benefits to travelers, and at the 

same time they create value and increase competitiveness 

for participating carriers.

Becoming a member of Star Alliance in 1998 was a 

major milestone for the ANA Group in forming its current 

global network. The amendment of the Civil Air Transport 

Agreement between Japan and the United States in 1998 

allowed ANA to join Star Alliance as its ninth member. 

Membership at a relatively early stage was very meaningful 

for ANA. At the time, ANA’s international operations were 

much smaller in scale than they are today. It was difficult 

to expand our own network due to limited arrival and 

departure slots. Even though membership in Star Alliance 

was an effective means of enhancing our network, resis-

tance to joining the alliance existed within ANA, as no one 

realized the benefits that ANA could gain from being a 

member of the alliance would be as enormous as they 

are today.

Nonetheless, from 1999 onward, the ANA Group 

expanded its network globally through successful code-

sharing arrangements with Star Alliance members. 

Coupled with the increase in arrival and departure slots at 

Narita Airport in 2002, revenues from our international 

network rose dramatically.

The airline industry is always exposed to various risks 

resulting from global, political and economic conditions 

and social phenomena, especially in international opera-

tions. During the 2000s, the terrorist attacks in the United 

States in 2001, the start of the Iraq War and the outbreak 

of SARS and avian influenza in 2003, the financial crisis of 

2008 and 2009 and the H1N1 influenza pandemic were 

among the events that significantly depressed demand in 

the international market. However, the ANA Group 

managed to overcome the challenges in its operating 

environment.

A key reason we were able to do so was that we made 

effective use of the networks of Star Alliance member 

The ANA Group’s Alliance Strategy

  Now for the ANA Group’s strategy. Please explain how the ANA Group has 
changed its alliance strategy to cope with the business environment.

Q

1999
ANA Group joined Star Alliance
(ninth member)

2011
ANA Group joined with United and Continental2 in launching
the Transpacific Joint Venture covering the Pacific network

2011
ANA Group joined with United and Continental2 in launching
the Transpacific Joint Venture covering the Pacific network

2012
ANA Group joined with Lufthansa to initiate the LH/NH Joint 
Venture covering the Europe–Japan network

1986
Regular service began
on international routes

Events Related to the Airline Industry

ANA Group Developments

2008 – 2009
Financial crisis; outbreak of
new avian influenza

2001
Synchronized terrorist attacks
in the United States

2012
Narita Airport expansion

(250 thousand slots)

2011
Great East Japan
Earthquake

2003
Start of the Iraq War;
outbreak of SARS and
avian influenza

1998
Tentative Civil Air Transport 
Agreement between Japan and
the United States concluded

2010
Narita Airport expansion (220 thousand slots)

International routes resume at Haneda Airport (30 thousand 
daytime slots /30 thousand late-night and early-morning slots)

Metropolitan-area international route arrival and departure slots

2013: Narita Airport expansion (270 thousand slots)

2014: Haneda Airport expansion planned (60 thousand daytime slots)

2015: Narita Airport expansion planned (300 thousand slots)

2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012200019981986・・・・・・ ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

The ANA Group’s Alliance Strategy for Its International Business
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carriers during the process of expanding the scale of our 

international business, and did not depend solely on our 

own flight operations. We did not simply target passenger 

demand for round-trip travel on our own direct flights 

between city pairs, but also paid attention to passengers 

who transit to and from the original departure point where 

we do not have the network to connect our flights. Thus 

we effectively built a global network through our alliance 

partner carriers, which added more destinations, and we 

were able to pick up more traffic. This helped us to rapidly 

increase our international network while minimizing volatil-

ity risk.

In 2011, the ANA Group’s alliance strategy took a new 

step forward. Upon receiving ATI approval, in April 2011 

we joined with United and Continental2 in launching the 

Transpacific Joint Venture covering the Pacific network. In 

April 2012, we joined with Lufthansa3 to initiate the LH/NH 

Joint Venture covering the Europe–Japan network.

Thus the ANA Group has established an alliance strat-

egy framework that consists of Star Alliance, Joint 

Ventures and bilateral relationships with airlines outside 

the alliance. Our basic approach is to move forward within 

a soundly structured portfolio encompassing these three 

types of alliances to enhance our network and strengthen 

profitability.

2. United Airlines and Continental Airlines merged in October 2011 and 

 unified their flight codes to UA in March 2012.

3. Swiss International Airlines and Austria Airlines merged into the Lufthansa 

 Group in April 2013.

Through our global alliance, we have always maintained 

a favorable relationship with Star Alliance members while 

leveraging the strength of the Star Alliance brand to expand 

our operating revenues. The ANA Group believes that it is 

important to contribute to enhancing the competitiveness of 

Star Alliance by influencing its strategic direction.

I was seconded to Star Alliance GmbH, the de facto 

headquarters of Star Alliance, for four years. I felt that the 

ANA Group has an important role and responsibilities to 

fulfill within the alliance. For example, ANA Group Senior 

Executive Vice President Keisuke Okada chairs the Alliance 

Management Board, and the ANA Group continuously 

provides personnel to Star Alliance GmbH. I would say that 

the ANA Group has a high-profile presence in Star Alliance.

On becoming a Star Alliance member, each airline 

must meet almost 70 standards that comprise regulations, 

service standards and system requirements. However, 

quality and consistency in service have become a concern 

because the number of members has increased to 28 and 

in some cases service has not been up to par. One focus 

of the alliance for the past few years has been correcting 

these issues in order to better serve our customers. There 

is a high expectation for the ANA Group to lead the 

alliance to superior quality with its meticulous customer-

oriented service.

The alliance is also 

working toward shared 

terminal use to improve 

convenience for 

connecting passengers 

on Star Alliance 

member flights and 

deliver seamless air 

travel. We call it the 

“Move Under One 

Roof” project, and I 

would say it is one of 

the alliance’s most important projects. Star Alliance 

members consolidated their operations at the South Wing 

of Terminal 1 at Narita Airport in June 2006, which was the 

first experience of sharing the use of a terminal in the world 

within a global alliance. Currently, the alliance is focusing 

on the shared use of the terminal at Heathrow Airport in 

London. Our application for collocation of alliance 

members under one roof was accepted in December 2012, 

and we are preparing for joint operation of this terminal. 

Improving the quality of Star Alliance certainly supports 

the competitiveness of the ANA Group. We are fully 

committed to contributing to Star Alliance initiatives to 

increase the brand value of Star Alliance.

Star Alliance Initiatives

  Let’s look at how the ANA Group utilizes its membership in Star Alliance. 
Other than the expansion of its global network, in what other areas does the 
ANA Group cooperate with Star Alliance and its members?

Q
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The outcomes from 

the Joint Ventures have 

exceeded our expecta-

tions. By efficiently utiliz-

ing our partner carriers’ 

route networks and 

sales channels for the 

trans-Pacific and 

European long-haul 

businesses, the Joint 

Ventures have enabled 

us to provide a more 

competitive and complete solution to the market.

With the launch of the Joint Ventures, we renewed our 

fare structures to align with those of our partner carriers. By 

considering our partner carriers’ networks as part of the ANA 

network, our customers have the benefit of being able to 

combine ANA flights with flights on the extensive network of 

our partner carriers within the Americas and Europe as well 

as long-haul flights to and from Japan. As a result, as of June 

2013 we currently offer discount economy class fares from 

Japan to 250 cities in North America, which is substantially 

more than the 120 cities we offered prior to the Joint Venture 

in March 2011. In Europe, we offer fares to 190 cities as of 

June 2013, up from 120 cities before the Joint Venture in 

March 2012. Also, prior to the Joint Venture, our fares to 

cities beyond ANA-served gateway cities required additional 

charges for other carrier segments. Through the Joint 

Venture, we simplified the fare structure by setting up “zones” 

within the Americas and Europe and offering identical fares to 

cities within the same zone regardless of the need for a 

transfer, considering our Joint Venture partner flights beyond 

ANA gateways as if they were our own. Such changes have 

strengthened the competitiveness of the Joint Venture and 

have contributed to stimulating demand as well as increasing 

our market share.

As an example, tickets for ANA-operated flights sold by 

United Airlines (North America–Asia routes), showed a signifi-

cant increase during the past two years after the Joint 

Venture, which has contributed to boosting seat load factors 

at a very low cost. The success of our routes such as Narita–

Manila and Narita–Ho Chi Minh City is a result of being able 

to take in demand from the ongoing growth of connecting 

passenger volume between North America and Asia. With 

the Joint Venture, we are able to coordinate the routes, 

frequencies and schedules of our flights with our partner 

carriers to offer the best solutions as well as to provide an 

appealing fare structure, which has enabled us to expand our 

global network and accomplish our strategic goals.

The Joint Ventures also have significant marketing advan-

tages that complement the benefits of network, capacity and 

fare policy coordination. While non-Joint Venture code-share 

partner carriers cooperate in selling each other’s flights in a 

code-share agreement, revenues are attributed to the 

operating carrier, and the marketing (selling) carrier only 

receives a sales commission, so carriers tend to concentrate 

on selling their own operated flights. In a Joint Venture, 

however, partner carriers pool all revenues for subsequent 

redistribution among themselves. Under the Joint Venture 

agreement, unlike the regular code-share partnership, carri-

ers therefore no longer have any reason to prioritize sales of 

their own flights over partner carriers’ flights. The ANA Group 

now collaborates with its partners in marketing under the 

shared goal of maximizing joint venture revenues. (Please 

refer to the inset on the following page for additional details.)

The ANA Group has had difficulty in the past communicat-

ing with customers outside of Japan, but the Joint Venture 

provides an outstanding opportunity to capture new demand 

through the sales networks and distribution channels of its 

partner carriers based in the Americas, Europe and Asia. 

While there is still room to strengthen joint marketing to 

general customers, corporate contracts are already shared 

within the Joint Ventures. We therefore have a much better 

ability to earn the business of non-Japanese corporate 

customers. During the fiscal year ended March 2013, 

non-Japanese nationals accounted for approximately 34% of 

passengers on our international routes, an increase of approx-

imately 3 percentage points from the previous fiscal year.

The Benefits Earned from the Joint Ventures

  The ANA Group’s Joint Ventures are generating signifi cant results. How are they 
more signifi cant than the outcomes of conventional code-sharing partnerships?

Q

Joint Venture

 A joint business in the international airline industry between two or 

more airlines, based upon ATI approval from their respective govern-

ments/authorities. There are varieties such as revenue-sharing Joint 

Ventures and profit-sharing Joint Ventures. By forming a Joint 

Venture, airlines in the same global alliance are able to offer travelers 

a broader, more flexible network along with less expensive fares, thus 

strengthening their competitiveness against other alliances (or Joint 

Ventures).

 Restrictions such as bilateral air agreements between countries 

and caps on foreign capital investments still exist in the international 

airline industry. Therefore, airlines form an ATI-based Joint Venture, 

instead of the commonly known methods used in other industries 

such as capital tie-ups and M&As, etc. 
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Overall Strategic Alliance Policy for the Future

  In closing, please tell us about overall alliance strategies for further growth 
over the medium-to-long term. What will the ANA Group’s initiatives involve, 
and what are its aspirations?

The key to increasing our competitiveness is to provide 

travelers with attractive fares and products that are aligned 

with our Joint Venture partner carriers, since competition itself 

is taking a new shape these days, pitting Joint Venture against 

Joint Venture instead of carrier versus carrier.

For this purpose, ANA has sent our pricing analysts to 

both United Airlines Revenue Management in Chicago and 

Lufthansa in Frankfurt, and both of our partner carriers have 

sent their pricing analysts to ANA Revenue Management in 

Tokyo, in order to form a “Joint Venture Joint Pricing Team” in 

three different locations and to maximize Joint Venture total 

revenue.

The Joint Pricing Team has enabled both the Transpacific 

Joint Venture with United Airlines and the LH/NH Joint Venture 

with the Lufthansa Group to offer travelers a variety of harmo-

nized joint fare lineups that each carrier could not have offered 

without the assistance of each respective Joint Venture partner 

carrier. The joint fares allow travelers to fly freely among 

partner carriers without any limitation on combinations, which 

in effect is the same as expanding our own ANA network 

worldwide. We are also ensuring these harmonized fares are 

available in the right marketplace at the right time by frequently 

exchanging revenue forecasts and marketing data within the 

Joint Ventures to accomplish the “Metal Neutral (equal 

revenues regardless of which carrier’s flight)” concept and to 

maximize our revenues from the Joint Venture.

Hiroyuki Miyagawa

Joint Venture Team, ANA Marketing Department

Column: Revenue Management at the Joint Venture

Q

A Revenue Management Board meeting with LH/NH Joint Venture revenue 
management representatives. Hiroyuki Miyagawa is second from the left.
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Our Joint Ventures do not have a long history, and we are 

just at the stage where the framework has been established. 

There are still issues that need to be improved, such as joint 

sales. Partner carriers share large volumes of detailed data, so 

we need to configure and operate systems for sharing data 

while performing more detailed data analysis. This analysis will 

enable the ANA Group to provide better convenience and 

service than it could on its own and to deliver the added value 

unique to the Joint Venture that was not possible under the 

code-sharing agreements in the past. The ANA Group and its 

Joint Venture partners therefore aim to use joint sales to prevail 

in competition with other alliances and deliver even greater value 

to customers.

The international business is the key to the ANA Group’s 

growth. With limited operating resources, aircraft and slots, 

our alliance strategy is crucial to our international business 

expansion.

Our basic alliance strategy for prevailing in global competi-

tion is to provide customers with high-quality service and 

seamless travel and to maximize our earnings and revenues, 

which we believe are the fundamentals of the airline business. 

We will achieve this by effectively expanding our capacity by 

drawing on the strengths of our alliance and Joint Venture 

partners.

The global economy is changing rapidly, passenger flows 

are becoming more diverse, and the airline industry is constantly 

changing. Keeping these in mind, the ANA Group must select 

the best framework among its various partnerships for each 

scenario. Paying close attention to future changes in the operat-

ing environment and quickly implementing an innovative alliance 

strategy will be essential for the future growth of the ANA Group.

At the same time, we need to foster ANA Group employees 

who can construct an effective alliance strategy for achieving 

future growth. We need human resources who can effectively 

negotiate business with our partners on a global scale. This skill 

set will require expertise in the business and diversity. I see this 

as one of my key missions because of the experience I have 

gained through my time at Star Alliance headquarters and my 

work with our alliances.

The ANA Group is one of the leading airlines in Asia. 

Through our alliance strategy, we will continue to take on the 

challenge of leading the airline industry and consistently creating 

outstanding value.




